
I N S IDE THE CLASS

VOICE AND SPEECH

GAMES 

LOUD READING

DRAMA

I C E -BREAKER ! !

The session began by welcoming our new friends who

joined us this week through the favourite game of 

"Add an adjective to the first letter". 

"Victorious Vihan", "Amiable Anya", "Superb Saksham".

, "Interesting Ira" introduced themselves following the

rules of the game .

Voice & Speech
"Tongue Trills" exercise was introduced to develop

clarity of speech . The challenge was to speak as clearly

as possible without using the tongue . Children

enjoyed rolling their tongue all around and trying to

speak . 
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MOV ING  FORWARD  :  PHYS I CAL  WARM -UP  &

DRAMA

We played a game of "GO-STOP-CLAP-JUMP" to energize

the group. The focus of the game was to develop

listening and responding.

Drama
The Poem "MY Shadow" by Robert Louis

Stevenson was taken up this week as the spring

board for  Mime .  The group discussed the

importance of "Navrasas"  (Expressions) while

performing a mime . The children knew a few of

them . 

PHYSICAL WARM - UP

 Navrasa   - in which Nava signifies nine and Rasa

signifies Emotions. The nine emotions included in

Navarasa are Shringara (love/beauty), Hasya(laughter),

Karuna (sorrow), Raudra (anger), Veera (

heroism/courage), Bhayanaka (terror/fear), Bibhatsya

(disgust), Adbutha (surprise/wonder), and Shantha

(peace or tranquility). These are the emotions that

humans show according to the situations to make our

emotions reach to the audience.

For this, we did an exercise of " Tell a story". The children 

made a story spontaneously and delivered it showing 

four emotions - Happiness, Sadness, Anger, and Suprise.

We were amazed as to how quickly they were

able to complete the given task .
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